


Personal Territory



Exploration. "
A map. A guide. A tour. 



A tour is...!
Informative!
Experiential!
Guided!
Has a point of view!
!
“The Art of Guiding… is the skill of 
selecting information and varying it for 
different audiences; it is the skill of 
presenting it in a simple and precise 
way; it is the skill of allowing the visitor 
to see and to understand…”!
      -Wikipedia entry on Tour Guides!

!



The Guide:!
!
How do you guide in absentia?!
What is your perspective?!
Is there a script?!
Is there a character or uniform?!
Is it a map? A set of instruction or activities?!
Does it require other tools or props?!
Are there signs?!
Are there questions or discussion?!
How do you generate excitement about a place?!







Surrealist map, 1929





What is the scale? "
What is the location?



Nina Katchedourian, Moss Maps, 1992. Katchedourian found the 
shapes of states and countries around her in the natural world. 



Is it a document? "
Does it exist in time or does it conflate time?



Ledia Carroll, Mission Lake, 2006. Carroll took the form of a lake that used to run through the Mission 
district in San Francisco, but was filled in by landfill, and she used chalk to retrace the space where the 
lake had been. 



Stanley Brouwn, This Way Brouwn, 1964. Brouwn would ask people on the street for directions, and ask 
them to draw him a map. He showed these drawings as if they were his own intellectual property, stamping 
them with a custommade stamp. 



Sophie Calle, Suite Vénitienne, 1980. For months, Calle followed strangers on 
the street. This is one of the routes and her reflection on it. 



Does the tour go beyond the obvious?"
Or is it about the obvious?



Temporary Travel Office, Parking Public. Temporary Travel office gives tours of 
public parking lots throughout the country, explaining the history and politics of 
these mundane spaces, often focusing on the absurd. 



Temporary Services, Street phenomenon. In Chicago snowstorms, people guard their cleared 
parking spots with fervor. They make temporary, accidental sculptures in the process. TS 
documents these and published a book of their findings.  



What is the point of view? 
What is the lens?



Emily Jacir, Where we come from, 2003. Jacir asked Palestinians what 
they would like to do in the occupied territory in Israel, a place they can 
no longer visit freely. She acted out their desires



Francis Alys, The Green Line, 2005. Alys walked the former “Green Line,” the line that 
defined the border between Israel and Palestine in 1948, with a bucket of paint with a 
small hole tapped in it. This border has shifted considerably since 1948, a fact Alys 
wanted to point to with this project. 



Bill Rankin, Personal Maps, 2008. Maps of routes Rankin traveled in 
several cities, devoid of other markers. 



Institute for Infinitely Small Things, The City formerly known as Cambridge, 2007. The 
IIST invited viewers to rename streets in Cambridge, MA, creating a new map based on 
the decisions of the public. 



What do we notice?"
Is our perspective shifted?



Rigo 23



Fake is the New Real, Identically named places (USA), 2008



Is the tour a construct?"
Does it add significance?



Brian Collier, Highway expedition. Collier walked IL-74 and created a 
series of videos and dioramas based upon what he found.  



The tour is an experience. "
How is it generated?



The Situationists made maps in the 1960s in France that cut up and 
reorganized the city. How did it change?



Shannon Rankin, Entanglement, 2010



Is there something to do?"
A task? An action? A path?






